Kia sorento 2005 problems

It had electrical problems after 80, miles requiring an extremely expensive repair. Other than
that, it is comfortable and drives great. I have had so many problems with it. It started rusting
after 4 years. My Kia Sorento has been so dependable. The only work I've had done was
smallish repairs and maintenance. I've driven it on mountain roads, freeways, the beach and in
the city. It has never failed to perform well for me. When the time comes for me to purchase
another vehicle, I will be looking at Kia Sorento or Kia Sedona. Kia has proven itself a reliable,
trustworthy company! Owning a Kia has been a headache for the past year. I bought it from the
original owen's father and right off the bat I had to call a tow truck to get it started after it
conked out on me. Turns out that the alternator was bad. But that was just the beginning of my
troubles with this vehicle. Next it was overheating and that was supposedly fixed by changing
out the coolant tank along with the pressure cap for the tank. That didn't end up being the
problem. So next we are going to try changing the thermostat. I hope that will resolve the
problem. If not, I guess it will be back to the drawing board. My Kia is a joy to drive. I bought
mine used at , miles I have had it for 1. With the exception of the window control motor went bad
and had to replace. This Kia has four door hatchback with a sunroof. Gas mileage is affordable.
Not only do I go to the lake my Kia is a survivor of a teenage boy and teenage girl and all their
friends. I feel safe driving my Kia and recommend to any consumer looking to purchase. Food
for thought my Kia has over , miles on it and still running strong. It cuts off every now and then.
It stalls and jerks. We were seeing ants from time to time. Other than that it runs smooth.
Standard model but even standard with Kia is lots of upgrades vs other makes. Sorento is a bit
rough of a drive. Ran great until 60, miles then everything starting going. Transmission went
Rack pinion busted Electrical problems. Loads of ac issues had it replaced. This car is very
reliable and roomy enough for me, my fiance, his mother, our son, AND the two dogs we have in
the house. It only has about , miles and runs like new. Very easy to restart the car with just the
push of a button, literally! I would recommend this car as a family car and very reliable. It is a
comfortable ride lots of power but the drivetrain has much to be desired. I have had nothing but
problems with the drive shaft center support bearing carrier bearing I've had it replaced 4 times
since I bought it in march it is only November. I have had mine for just about a year and I only
just found a storage compartment under the passenger seat! I've also found that for some
reason my horn doesn't beep when I lock my car like most do, and I cannot find a solution to it
Oh well, it's still all in all a great car. I bought my Kia sorento in and was loving it. Good on gas
miles. Storage is great. Plus I needed extra room because of family. This was the perfect
vehicle. Now I have the vehicle for at least 11 yrs minor fixes still driving, but I do have to
change the driver tail light very often. It needs a new muffler and electric window. I accumulated
it, but wouldn't have chose it on my own. I hope to get a new car soon. The SUV runs great,
rides like a truck. The gear shift broke off way to easy about a year ago and finding the parts
has been difficult. My driver window is stuck or at least I have to push it down to make it go up.
And the odometer goes to a quarter of a tank and says it's on empty. Other than those three
things, I love my Sorento and I would get a new one in the future. Only problem I've had is the
power steering pump starting to go out and the windshield wipers starting to not work right. The
seats weren't in the best shape when I got the vehicle but not too bad. So a pretty reliable
vehicle so far. This car does not have amazing gas mileage but is very spacious and handles
well. The power steering is starting to give out unfortunately so that will have to be replaced.
Bought true care used with , miles 2. My Kia Sorento is great! It is currently running at , miles! It
doesn't have the greatest mpg but the trunk space and the comfort of the vehicle is great! I was
able to pack up my entire life and move across the country only using my car to move. The Kia
Sorento is an amazing car with great speakers and the ability to haul a lot of things. Since I
purchased the vehicle I have not had any major issues. Normal wear and tear that any car has
especially when it's a daily driver with kids. The one thing that I have noticed that is a very
minor detail is the gas door has become loose. Seems the spring or something has popped out
or is no longer there. Engine is solid and driving mechanics are great. It has , miles on it. The
problems are electronic parts. Lights inside don't work anymore. Window mechanisms have
been breaking since , miles. Doors lock automatically when you shut passenger door. The back
windshield wiper doesn't function and the hoses to power steering fluid and window washer
fluid broke at around , miles. While an older model, the Kia Sorento is a rugged and dependable
vehicle. Obviously, as a vehicle gets older it's maintenance costs go up, but so far it hasn't cost
as much as I would've expected. Performance is great so long as it has been properly
maintained and there's plenty of space inside. My husband and I love our Sorento. It's very
simple, nothing fancy. We love the wood look. We do wish there was a hookup for our phones,
or a Bluetooth option. The vehicle runs great. Since we bought it, it's had some router issues,
the car shakes when we stop. Nothing crazy. Overall, great vehicle. It's a very reliable car.
Haven't had any major issues out of it just once when it got wet on the inside and it short

circuited other than that I would recommend that anyone who's looking for a great reliable car
to get a Kia Sorento. Very good on gas also. I bought this sub off the showroom floor. Have
nothing but good things to say about it. In the past 13 yrs. I have replaced tires twice, replaced
the air conditioning system, crankshaft which was reimbursed to me , front and back brake
pads. I do regular oil changes but not always on time. I think I also replaced a filter of some sort.
In I had all belts replaced just as normal maintenance. This SUV has been a wonderful vehicle
for me and hopefully for many more years! Would recommend a Kia Sorento to anyone. It's
good on the highway and in town. I haven't really had much problems with this car. We bought
it brand new and my father is a mechanic so our car is well maintained. Not too much has been
changed over the years. It runs quietly and doesn't use up too much gas. Its high enough to see
the roads when you are driving. I do not have any complaints with it. The car has never broken
down and it's pretty sturdy. It also has a lot of space in the trunk and the backseats can be
folded down to make additional room if you need it and we tie things on top of the car as well.
Our car is just over k miles and it is starting to breakdown with significant repairs each year.
However, it is a mini SUV and it is a very comfortable car that can store a lot of items, which is
great for my home life and business. It is a car so it has both a tape deck and a CD player. In our
environmental climate, it is a gas guzzler with a small tank which is a drawback. Change Year.
Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort
Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability
Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating.
Stephen B wrote on February 3, Stephanie M wrote on December 21, Pam C wrote on October
22, Renee G wrote on September 20, Melody M wrote on September 15, Shona B wrote on
August 25, Tracy G wrote on August 7, Kara B wrote on July 22, Angela P wrote on July 10, Ava
Kellet wrote on June 12, L B wrote on April 20, Ashley Y wrote on January 11, Rhonda W wrote
on September 19, Sarah H wrote on September 19, Theresa H wrote on September 19, Nicole G
wrote on September 19, Jen C wrote on September 19, Sarah F wrote on September 19, Tommy
S wrote on September 19, Brittany B wrote on September 19, Worthy E wrote on September 19,
Patti L wrote on June 27, Anna K wrote on June 14, Sarah B wrote on March 8, Continue to
Overview. Kia Motor Sorento owners have reported 8 problems related to frame rust under the
structure category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Kia Motor Sorento based on all problems reported for the
Sorento. This kia was housed and stored in a garage for most of its life and driven only in the
summer. In the winters of michigan is was housed in a clean dry garage. This kia was a 2 owner
car. I am the second owner. I had driven it one winter and this summer took it to get an
alignment because it pulled to the right. Alignment center could not do the alignment because
the whole right driverside of the frame was rusted out beyond their safty standards. There are
foot long gaping holes in the frame due to the rusting. It is irreparable. There is no safe spot to
weld to to fix it either. After a rain I noticed the pools of water go directly under the kia instead
of on the sides pooling and dripping off the frame on each right and left side. A flaw of design
but a deadly if travelling and the car snaps in half. The kia looks perfect and runs perfect. The
underside it's frame is totally rusted beyond repair. Kept in a garage and out of elements for
virtually all of its life, this should not have happened. Defective steel? Not safe not drivable. See
all problems of the Kia Motor Sorento. While driving my kia Sorento, was coming to a stop, the
right side of the vehicle dropped and the rear end shifted, the tire started rubbing on the body.
Got it under control and pulled over. Checked under vehicle and found the frame was rusted
and the control arm broke off of the frame. Had to get it towed. While driving I heard a clunk and
a the car began rolling side to side. I limped to a mechanic and was told that the frame where
the suspension and all parts connect was rusted out. Frame repair said this can not be fixed as
the frame is rusted out. Where the stabilizer and suspension connects. Teh car only has ,ooo
miles and is in north carolina. I have read other reports of a rusted out support frame on this
site. Will the manufacturer replace this frame. Excessive rust to the frame. It is so bad now you
can poke holes in the frame with your finger. If it is this bad now it was already rusted badly at
or before 10 years old. Tl-the contact owns a kia Sorento. The contact stated that while driving
at various speeds, there was an abnormal rattling noise and the vehicle shook. The failure
recurred on several occasions. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it was
discovered that the entire frame had excessive rust and fractures and needed to be replaced.
The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The approximate
failure mileage was , Now my brakes don't work but I still have to drive the car. I went to 2 other
shops and no one will work on my car due to it falling apart from rust. I purchase my car at abc
motor credit August of and re-located to florida before winter hit. I called them and they referred
me their warranty company, lisa warranty group. Of course, rust damage and frame work is not
covered. I have tried 5 different dealerships to help get into a newer, safer vehicle, but no one

will finance me due to the negative equity on this loan. Is there anything I can do? I have to
conclude that abc motor credit sold me this car fully knowing the extent of the rust damage
before putting it on their lot. I hope there is some law protecting consumers from this sort of
business. Please let me know what I can do!. The contact owns a kia Sorento. The contact
stated that the frame was rusted. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer
was contacted about the failure. The failure mileage and VIN was not available. The contact
stated that while driving 15 mph, the brakes malfunctioned. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
where the contact was informed that the vehicle could not be repaired due to rusting of the
frame, which damaged the brake lines. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage
was , Car Problems. Frame Rust problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 1. Frame Rust problem of the
Kia Motor Sorento 2. Frame Rust problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 3. Frame Rust problem of
the Kia Motor Sorento 4. Frame Rust problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 5. Frame Rust problem
of the Kia Motor Sorento 6. Frame Rust problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 7. Frame Rust
problem of the Kia Motor Sorento 8. Problem Category Number of Problems Body problems
Body problems. Door problems. Paint problems. Structure problems. Frame And Members
problems. Tailgate problems. Trunk Lid problems. There are many different issues that can
cause the problem. This article is written with the assumption that you are looking for a way to
get your Kia Sorento started now, and is meant to provide you with practical advice to help aid
in the diagnosis. There are really two main ways that a vehicle will not start. Just use the jump
list below to move to your particular situation. But, there are less things to troubleshoot than if
it were cranking but will not start. Here are some of the most common issues that cause a
vehicle to not crank:. While the battery cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause
your Sorento to not start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose. You can take a look at the
battery poles where the cables connect. If there appears to be green or white corrosion all
around it, cleaning them may help get you back on the road. If your battery no longer has
enough charge to turn the starter, your Sorento will not start. You can take your battery up to
the local parts store, or even Wal-Mart, and have it tested to see if it is still holding a charge. A
bad alternator can cause your battery to lose enough charge to start your Sorento. When a
starter goes bad, they will usually not give you much warning first. Also, if you are stuck
somewhere and are trying to start your Sorento, the old beat the starter with a hammer trick is
not a wives tale. It really can get that one last start out of it. There are a lot of issues that can
cause your Sorento to crank, but not start. The engine needs air, fuel, and a spark in order to
run. It is highly likely that if the engine is cranking, but not starting that it has thrown an OBDII
code. It is definitely worth it to use an OBDII scanner to check and see if the engine has thrown
any trouble codes. These codes will tell you what the computer is saying is wrong with your
engine. By looking them up on this site, or just Googling them in general will lead you to a
detailed diagnosis of that code. Without the proper amount of fuel getting into the combustion
chamber, the Sorento will crank, but not start. One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle to
crank but not start is ignition issues. When there is no spark, the engine will not start. Ignition
issues can be caused by many things, including bad spark plugs , bad coil packs, bad plug
wires, computer issues, and more. The crankshaft sensor can go bad as well. When these
sensors go bad, it can be impossible for your Sorento to start. Most modern vehicles come with
smart keys that have electronic protection built in. This makes it more challenging for thieves to
steal them. There are occasions where this security system will cause the Sorento to not start.
There are a lot of issues that can cause your Sorento to not start. There are many reasons that
your Sorento may not start. Tracking them down can be downright challenging. With enough
time and patience, you can diagnose exactly what is wrong. Good luck with the diagnosis. If
there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Thank you. Battery
Cables While the battery cables are not necessarily the most likely issue to cause your Sorento
to not start, they are some of the easiest to diagnose. Battery Charge If your battery no longer
has enough charge to turn the starter, your Sorento will not start. Otherwise, it may be the
starter that you need to look at. Ignition Issues One of the biggest issues that causes a vehicle
to crank but not start is ignition issues. Security Most modern vehicles come with smart keys
that have electronic protection built in. Other Issues There are a lot of issues that can cause
your Sorento to not start. Good-looking, comfortable, rugged and well equipped, the Sorento is
one of the best buys among small and midsize SUVs. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia Sorento. Is it better to lease or buy a car?

Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia Sorento lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Mediocre fuel economy, harsh ride over sharp bumps. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. The optional sport package now
includes blacked-out headlamps and, on LX models, a premium audio system. A five-speed
automatic transmission replaces last year's four-speed unit. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. I bought my Kia used in I had never even driven a Kia before this one and was a little
uneasy about buying one. Turns out its one of the best cars I have ever owned. Perfect size for
the family wife and two kids. With good storage in the back and a decent roof rack. Love that it
has full size tires and not the barbie doll ones like on the Sportage. Okay the wife is out of the
room now, let me tell you what I really think! This car is beast! I live in Colorado where it can
snow pretty good and when you put this thing in 4x4 and mash the pedal it can take you places.
I'm talking 4 ft tall drifts sometimes 20 ft across and this KIA got me across them. I have proof
the car can take a beating. Read less. I have had this SUV for 11 years. Radio and CD player has
never worked correctly, interior plastic items break often, eats batteries and just stops running
out of no where or will not start. Dealer says no problem found. I am finally moving on to a
Honda. Still Runs like a champ after 10 years!! Me and my family have owned this car firsthand
since and it has been such a fun, exciting reliable car since the day we bought it! Ok so firstly Id
like to say obviously if you bought the car second hand you cant really blame the car for poor
performance issues or problems. Each car has its own history and of course with good care will
last a long time. That being said I can start my review The 3. As far as comfort I personally am
content with the vehicle. I mean its not comparable to a plush couch but its not uncomfortable
either. The quality of the vehicle is decent, Kia is known for using cheaper parts but its nothing
too degrading. When you enter the car its what you can expect from an average car. Now hands
down this is the toughest car Iv ever owned. Iv only been in 2 accidents, one of them I was rear
ended at a red light and it was an extremly hard hit. Other than damage to the bumper and tail
gate towards the back of the car thats all that really happened, and I was personally ok other
than a small ammount of whiplash due to my position at the time of Impact. The car has never
left me stranded anywhere and I havnt had to replace anything too major other than thing that
with wear and tear need fixing. Probably the biggist repair has been changing the timing belt
just because you literally have to take off every accessory on the engine and its very time
consuming and a bit of a pain. Our sorento now has a little over , miles and still runs like a
champ, a can floor it anytime, make hard stops frequently, and steer abruptly anytime I feel like
it without having to worry about damage or wear. And I can confirm I have driven the heck out
of that car, I meanIv put extreme wear in it and she still runs great. So aside if all the great
things the sorento has to offer, some down falls are Iv noticed my sorento isnt the only one that
has a faded hood though and sort of in the same shape. I actually think it might be due to the
heat of the engine over time Another downfall is bad gas mileage. Its rated I believe at 16 MPG
or so but when you drive it hard like I do go ahead and bump that number down to 14 mpg. And
lastly, I wish the cars hood didnt slope down so much, it makes it look more like a van than a
SUV. Although the Sorentos hood did improve concerning that So yea anyways the cars not a
clunker, Kia did a very good job with their 05 Sorento and obviously it does has flaws just like
every other car but take it from me It still holds the champ title in my eyes, and I still pride the
car to this day. So many valuble memories have been made with it, and I comend Kia on it. I just
wish the Kia looked different and I also wish they hadnt strayed from the true SUV body style.
The personally looks like a mini van and it doesnt have the same off road capability or
ruggedness as my 05 does. Doug B. This is a company car; we wanted something fairly new
with a warranty and the Sorento fit the bill. I am impressed with the ride, the handling, the
comfort I am 6'8" and the storage. Despite its low horsepower, I find it to be a quick when you
mash the pedal. What really impressed me is the storage, all the reviews by car mags complain
about the lack of storage but I found it to be more than enough. Dealer service has been
exemplary. My personal car is a Lexus LS, and the dealer treatment approaches the Lexus
dealer. With every service they wash the car, amazing. Only complaint is the check engine light.
See all reviews of the Used Kia Sorento. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed See Inventory 3. Sponsored cars related to the
Sorento. Sign Up. The most challenging part of diagnosing a stalling problem is reproducing the
conditions that led to the stall in the first place. Stalls can happen at any time, and it can be

incredibly jarring when it does happen. Before troubleshooting any automotive issue, including
stalling issues with the Sorento, make sure that you check the vehicles trouble codes with an
OBD2 scanner. Without them, you are in the dark. These codes are vital to diagnosis. They are
often specific enough to get you all the way to the problem, or pretty darn near. Here are some
of the issues that cause the Sorento to stall out. Remember, a vehicle needs air, fuel, and spark
to run. Fuel issues are one of the most common reasons that a vehicle would stall out, that
includes your Kia Sorento. Here are some of the more common causes of an engine timing
problem:. The ECU then uses this information to adjust the timing, air fuel mixture, and more.
When one of them goes wrong, it can lead to stalling for sure. There are many other sensors
that can cause your Sorento to stall. These were just some of the most common ones. A dirty
throttle body can lead to stalling in your Sorento. If you let off of the gas coming to a stoplight
and it stalls for a second or two and recovers itself, it very well could be a dirty throttle body
that is causing the problem. A dirty throttle body may not trigger the check engine light. So, if
your stalling happens when coming to a stop, and the check engine light is on, it may be worth
taking a look at it. What this locking does is provide a true mechanical connection from the
engine to the wheels. This eliminates some driveline power loss and improves fuel mileage. If
there is almost no oil left at all, the engine could be on its way to locking up. As you can see
above, there are many different reasons that your Sorento could be stalling. Please, please have
your trouble codes read if there is a check engine light on at all. It can really help narrow down
what you need to do. If there is anything that you would like to add, please drop a comment.
Good luck! Fuel Fuel issues are one of the most common reasons that a vehicle would stall out,
that includes your Kia Sorento. Bad gas- can cause an engine to stall out. Water in the gas tank
can also cause gas to not fire properly. If there were no other symptoms and suddenly you find
that the vehicle is running very rough, bad gas could certainly be the problem. Or, it just may
not be able to properly atomize the fuel anymore. When it asks for a lot of fuel, instead of taking
off, it stalls out with the demand. This can be caused by the fuel pump or fuel filter. This is often
the cause of the stalling. If that happens you are going to go from misfire to un-drivable. This
sensor is responsible for telling the engine how much air and fuel to allow in. It is very rare
these days to be actually directly controlling the amount of fuel and air entering the engine
directly. These days the computer handles all of that. This serves two purposes. The first is that
by limiting the amount of torque when you push the gas pedal for a second or two, engine life is
increased by reducing the stress on it during takeoff. The second is improved fuel economy. If
one of them has gone bad , then it could lead to stalling. Dirty Throttle Body A dirty throttle
body can lead to stalling in your Sorento. Oil Consumption If there is almost no oil left at all, the
engine could be on its way to locking up. Our Address. Kings Mills, OH I have a Kia sorento 2,5l
hp diesel and i have some problems with the brakes. Three weeks ago i have notice that the car
was going slower than usually. After 15 minutes of driving i have stop the car and check the
brakes. Even if the road was almost straight wall four disc brakes were very hot. When i came
home i have open all calipers and check the brake pad ,pins and cylinders. Everything seems ok
so i only put some grease on the pins and put them back together. I notice that if i go km there
is no problem but if i go longer the problem come back. Last week i notice that only front left
caliper two cylinder is blocking the wheel. When i open it i see that if i push cylinders at the
same time they are stuck but if i press them separate it will move with no problem. If i push one
cylinder the other one is going out. When i check the brake pads on this caliper i saw that the
one from the caliper side had less material then the other one. You did not mention any ABS or
Traction Control light being on, so it is probably one or more mechanical issues. As the brakes
heat up, it gets harder to move the car. The reason one piston goes back in and the other
pushes out is the fluid not getting released from the caliper. This is often caused by the brake
hose deteriorating inside. To check this, pump the brake pedal a few times, then go to the
caliper and open the bleeder screw. If the fluid shoots out, rather than just dripping out, you
know the pressure is not releasing. To see if the fault is inside the hose, close the bleeder
screw, pump the pedal a few times and then loosen the brake line at the top of the brake hose.
The problem will be below that connection. Both front and rear brake hoses can fail like that.
Did you actually used grease on the caliper pins or did you use a silicone brake lubricant? Make
sure there are no tears in the dust boots. Hi Bonnieman! Thank you for the reply. I have order
new caliper and new brake pads. My car have km so i think that brake hose could also be
damaged. I will see if problem persist after i change the caliper. I have notice also that if the
caliper is stuck and i stop the car,after one two hours the pressure inside the caliper goes off.
The caliper itself can not hold pressure unless the brake hose is bad or there is a kink in the
brake line or other problem. Trapped pressure is never a problem with the caliper. You can test
for where the pressure is being trapped described in previous post to know if the hose is bad. I
had change the caliper,brake pads and brake hose. After driving km the front left caliper get

stuck again but only for 5 minute then without any intervention from me it get loose and i could
drive with no other problem. Could it be the abs pump or the metallic pipe between abs pump
and the brake hose that create this pressure in the caliper? I assume that if the brake pump
have had any problem then it would affect all four wheels right? In my first reply, I described the
procedure for finding exactly where the pressure is getting trapped. If the problem is still
trapped pressure, then you will have to follow the procedure I listed in my first reply. Yes the
trapped pressure is still the issue. The problem is that i have to drive for minutes in order to get
the wheel block. That means i have to make the pressure test on the road. I will try to press the
brake pedal many times while standing in my garage until the wheel get stuck so that i can
check the pressure without driving so much. I will keep you posted if i somehow i manage to fix
this annoying problem. A strange problem indeed. If the front left wheel is actually the only one
to lock up, at first, it would seem to be an ABS issue, rather than the booster or master. The
ABS unit is the only part of the braking system that controls individual wheels. The ABS
solenoid may stick for the LF wheel and then the ABS unit applies the brakes to the other 3
wheels in an attempt to get all 4 wheels to turn at the same rate. A bad brake booster or master
cylinder with only 2 lines attached to it could not lock up just one wheel. If the ABS is at fault,
you might be able to isolate the problem by disconnecting the electrical connector for the ABS
unit and go for a drive. When the wheels lock up, loosen the lines at the master cylinder and see
if the fluid shoots out or just drips out. If the fluid shoots out, then either the brake booster has
a bad valve or the master cylinder has an internal problem. If the booster is at fault, then
disconnecting the check valve hose, while the wheels are locked, should unlock them. I had
manage to make some tests with my brakes and i notice that when the pressure builds up if i
open either one of the two lines that goes from the master cylinder to the abs pump the
pressure drops. Is it safe to say that the master cylinder is the cause of this problem? If i press
the brake several times with the engine stop until gets hard,when i start the engine the pedal
goes down and this mean that the booster is ok right? I will try to check the valve this weekend
to see if it make any difference regarding the pressure in the brakes. The only ways I can think
of to
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check for that is to remove the check valve from the booster when the brakes are locked and
see if the brakes release. As I said, it is more likely to be the master cylinder itself. I would
install a brand new master cylinder and new fluid. The Centric Premium line of parts has always
been reliable and Rockauto and Amazon typically price parts reasonably. Home Topic Kia
sorento brake problems. Kia sorento brake problems. August 1, at pm Garson Participant. There
is somebody that had the same problem or that know what could cause this issue? Thank you
in advance!! Viewing 9 replies - 1 through 9 of 9 total. August 2, at am Mike Participant. August
2, at pm August 3, at am August 13, at pm Am I right in thinking that the problem has improved
but not gone away completely? Have you rechecked to be sure the problem is still brake
pressure getting trapped? August 15, at am I do have a few more ideas you can try. August 24,
at pm August 26, at am You must be logged in to reply to this topic.

